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ABSTRACT:
Secure routing and communication security protocols can be combined and applied on the messages to deliver them with complete shielding. The custom of communication security protocols initially advanced for wire line and Wi-Fi networks can also present a heavy burden on the limited network resources of a MANET. To discource these issues, a novel secure framework (SUPERMAN) was projected. The basis is planned to consent existing network and routing protocols to complete their functions, while providing node authentication, access control, and communication security mechanisms. In this work we present innovative security framework for MANETs, SUPERMAN. Recreation results comparing SUPERMAN with IPsec, SAODV and SOLSR are provided to determine the suggested frameworks correctness for wireless communication security.
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1 INTRODUCTION
MANETs are lively, self-configuring, and infrastructure-less groups of mobile devices. They are typically meant for a precise determination. Each maneuver within a MANET is identified as a node and must take the role of a client and a router. Communication across the system is accomplished by forwarding packets to a destination node; when a direct source-destination link is unreachable intermediate nodes are used as routers. Mobile ad hoc network (MANET) statement is regularly wireless. Wireless communication can be irrelevantly captured by any node in range of the transmitter. This can leave MANETs open to a range of attacks, such as the Sybil attack and route guidance attacks that can conciliate the integrity of the network. Mobile networked systems have seen improved usage by the military and commercial sectors for tasks estimated too monotonous or hazardous for humans.

2 LITERATURE SURVEY
2.1 We define the event triggers required for Ad hoc On-demand Distance Vector (AODV) operation, the enterprise promises and the decisions for our (AODV) routing protocol employment. This paper is intended to aid researchers in developing their own on-demand ad hoc routing protocols and promoting users in influencing the employment design that best fits their needs.

2.2 By dwindling communication range and instigating multi-hop routing between nodes, while warranting network connectivity is upheld, spatial multiplexing of the wireless channel is exploited. The proposed procedure is assessed using the OPNET network simulation tool for the Greedy Perimeter Stateless Routing (GPSR), Optimized Link State Routing (OLSR), and Ad hoc On-demand Distance Vector (AODV) routing protocols in the setting of a swarm of UAVs.

3 PROBLEM DEFINITION
Reactive protocols such as Ad hoc On-demand Distance Vector (AODV), propose routes when messages need to be sent by voting nearby nodes to discover the shortest route to the destination node. Alternative system - Optimized Link State Routing (OLSR) takes an upbeat style, intermittently submerging the network to engender routing table entries that keep it up until the next update. Both approaches are motion-tolerant and have been instigated in Unmanned Aerial vehicle(UAV)MANETS. 

4 PROPOSED APPROACH
SUPERMAN associates routing and communication security at the network layer. This diverges with current approaches, which deliver only routing or communication security andmanifolds protocols to protect the network.SUPERMAN is an outline that operates at the network layer (layer 3) of the OSI model. It is intended to deliver a completely secured
communication framework for MANETs, with needful modification of the routing protocol which process packets and provide privacy and integrity. SUPERMAN also provides node verification.

5SYSTEMARCHITECTURE

6 PROPOSED METHODOLOGY

6.1 System Construction
We customize multi-nodes as the router node and client-server node. Entirely we are taking multi-nodes in our system. Both hosts are associated via routers. Each host has manifold paths to reach a single terminus node in the network. The nodes are related by duplex link connection. The bandwidth for each link is 100 mbps and delay time for each link is 10 ms. Each edge uses Drop Tail Queue as the boundary amongst the nodes.

6.2 Key Management
Packet type indicates the purpose of the packet. Timestamps provide unique identity letting the discovery of packets which are replayed thus ensuring foundation for non-repudiation of packets sent earlier. SUPERMAN trusts on the lively generation of keys to deliver secure communication. The Diffie-Hellman key-exchange procedure offers a means of making symmetric key generation possible and is acastoff to make the Symmetric Keys (SK) keys. Symmetric Broadcast keys (SKb) can only be produced by means of an algorithm that generates random numbers or a corresponding protected key generation service.

6.3 Secure Node-to-Node Keys
Security keys for encryption (SKe keys) are used to secure end-to-end communication with other nodes, with one SKe key made per node, for each node genuine with the network. Security keys per pair of nodes (SKp keys) are used for point-to-point security and made in the same manner as SKe keys. It is important that SKe and SKp keys are dissimilar, as the network needs to safeguard both the packet data and the route traversed.

6.4 Storage
SUPERMAN stores keys in each node’s encrypted table. The security table comprehends the security permits of nodes with which the node has communicated earlier. This table has $n$ entries, where $n$ is the number of nodes that the node in enquiry has earstwhile communicated with Table has switched IDs with two other nodes, X and Y.

6.5 Communication Security
Discretion and variety combined and implemented in cryptographic algorithm will give rise to an encrypted payload (EP) when secure data is circulated over multiple hops, it should be trustworthy. This is accomplished using a hashing algorithm such as HMAC. Thus the packet’s journey from point-to-point until the destination is reached is pragmatic.

7 SECURITY FRAMEWORK:

**INPUT:** NODES, TA, PUBKEY, PRIKEY

**STEP1:** Node is provided with a certificate from a TA

**STEP2:** The joining node A seeks to join a network by periodically broadcasting Discovery Request packets containing its Public Diffie-Hellmen Key Share (DKSp). This continues until it receives a Certificate Request from a networkable node B.

**STEP3:** A sends its certificate in a Certificate Exchange packet to B.

**STEP4:** B checks the integrity and authenticity of the Certificate Exchange (CEx) packet, using the shared SKp.

**STEP5:** If the certificate is deemed authentic A is added to B’s security table. If the certificate fails this check, the DKSp, SKe and SKp credentials generated for node A by B are dropped and B and the process ends.

**STEP6:** If B has not yet authenticated any other nodes, it will generate an SKb, prior to sending it to...
the joining node, otherwise it will send the current $SK_b$ to the joining node.

**STEP7:** If $A$ has a broadcast key, it transmits a Broadcast Key Exchange ($BEx$) packet containing the new key, secured with the original key before committing the new key to its security table.

**STEP8:** $B$ broadcasts an SK Invalidation ($SKI$) packet, invalidating any previous credentials $A$ may have had with nodes within the network. This prevents the accumulation of expired security data on nodes that may be isolated from a previous invalidation event.

**8RESULTS:**

Access control and Node Authentication Network

**EXTENSION WORK:**

Design a routing policy with improved delay performance and the design of Distributed Opportunistic Routing with Congestion Diversity proposing a time-varying distance vector, which enables the network to route packets through a neighbor with the least estimated delivery time.

**9CONCLUSION**

SUPERMAN has been revealed to offer lower-cost refuge than SAODV and SOLSR for their individual routing protocols. By creating a secure, closed network; one can accept a positive level of trust inside that network. This diminishes the need for inflated secure routing deeds considered to allay the things of an untrusted environment on the steering course. By foiling the access of hypothetically disloyal nodes to the network, and the overwhelming process, a MANET may be dwindling from mutiny of its routing facilities at a lower cost, as malicious nodes are barred from the process entirely. A single proficient technique protects steering and application data, safeguarding the MANET that delivers dependable, intimate and trustable communication to all genuine nodes.
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